Abstract: Provided herein are systems and devices comprising rigid macrocyclic and nanoporous compositions of electronically coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active units and methods of preparation and use thereof, for example, in the field of energy generation and storage.
RIGID NAPHTHALENEDIIMIDE TRIANGLE STRUCTURES

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS
The present invention claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application 62/135,339, filed March 19, 2015, which is incorporated by reference in its entirety.

FIELD
Provided herein are systems and devices comprising rigid macrocyclic and nanoporous compositions of electronically coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active units and methods of preparation and use thereof, for example, in the field of energy generation and storage.

BACKGROUND
The exploration of organic electrodes as green alternative to traditional inorganic electrodes for high performance batteries is extremely challenging, because of, for example, the dissolution tendency of neutral-state organic molecules in non-aqueous electrolyte solvents and the lack of an open framework for fast ion transport in general organic electrodes.

SUMMARY
In some embodiments, provided herein are systems and devices comprising rigid macrocyclic and nanoporous compositions of electronically coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active units and methods of preparation and use thereof, for example, in the field of energy generation and storage.

In some embodiments, provided herein are cathode materials comprising: (a) a rigid, macrocyclic, nanoporous, electronically-coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active compound; (b) a binder material; (c) an electron-conducting additive. In some embodiments, the cathode material further comprises a solvent. In some embodiments, the rigid, macrocyclic, nanoporous, electronically-coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active compound comprises a compound of:
(i) Formula (I):

![Formula I](image)

(ii) Formula (II):

![Formula II](image)

(iii) a lithiated derivative of Formula (I) and/or Formula (II). In some embodiments, the rigid, macrocyclic, nanoporous, electronically-coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active compound is 1-90 wt% (e.g., 1 wt%, 2 wt%, 3 wt%, 4 wt%, 5 wt%, 6 wt%, 7 wt%, 8 wt%, 9 wt%, 10 wt%, 11 wt%, 12 wt%, 13 wt%, 14 wt%, 15 wt%, 20 wt%, 25 wt%, 30 wt%, 35 wt%, 40 wt%, 45 wt%, 50 wt%, 55 wt%, 60 wt%, 65 wt%, 70 wt%, 75 wt%, 80 wt%, 85 wt%, 90 wt%, or any ranges therebetween) of the cathode material. In some embodiments, the rigid, macrocyclic, nanoporous, electronically-coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active compound is 5-85 wt%, 10-80 wt%, 20-80 wt%, 40-70 wt%, etc. of the cathode material.

In some embodiments, the rigid, macrocyclic, nanoporous, electronically-coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active compound is lithiated. In some embodiments, the cathode material is lithiated.

In some embodiments, the binder material comprises a polymer selected from the group consisting of: styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR); polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF); polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE); copolymer of tetrafluoroethylene, hexafluoropropylene, and
vinylidene fluoride; copolymer of hexafluoropropylene and vinylidene fluoride; copolymer of tetrafluoroethylene and perfluorinated vinyl ether; methyl cellulose; carboxymethyl cellulose; hydroxymethyl cellulose; hydroxyethyl cellulose; hydroxypropylcellulose; carboxymethylhydroxyethyl cellulose; nitrocellulose; colloidal silica; and combinations thereof. In some embodiments, binder material comprises PVDF. In some embodiments, the binder material is 1-25 wt% (e.g., 1 wt%, 2 wt%, 3 wt%, 4 wt%, 5 wt%, 6 wt%, 7 wt%, 8 wt%, 9 wt%, 10 wt%, 11 wt%, 12 wt%, 13 wt%, 14 wt%, 15 wt%, 20 wt%, 25 wt%, or any ranges therebetween) of the cathode material. In some embodiments, the binder material is 5-15 wt% of the cathode material.

In some embodiments, the solvent comprises N-methyl-pyrrolidone (NMP).

In some embodiments, the electron-conducting additive is a carbon or graphitic material. In some embodiments, the carbon or graphitic material is selected from the list consisting of: a graphite, a carbon black, a graphene, and a carbon nanotube. In some embodiments, the carbon or graphitic material is a graphite selected from the group consisting of: graphite worms, exfoliated graphite flakes, and expanded graphite. In some embodiments, the carbon or graphitic material is chemically-etched or expanded soft carbon, chemically-etched or expanded hard carbon, or exfoliated activated carbon. In some embodiments, the carbon or graphitic material is a carbon black selected from the group consisting of: acetylene black, channel black, furnace black, lamp black thermal black, chemically-etched or expanded carbon black, and combinations thereof. In some embodiments, the carbon or graphitic material is a carbon nanotube selected from the group consisting of: chemically-etched multi-walled carbon nanotube, nitrogen-doped carbonnanotube, boron-doped carbon nanotube, chemically-doped carbonnanotube, ion-implanted carbon nanotube, and combinations thereof. In some embodiments, the electron-conducting additive comprises carbon black. In some embodiments, the electron-conducting additive is 1-99 wt% (e.g., 1 wt%, 2 wt%, 3 wt%, 4 wt%, 5 wt%, 6 wt%, 7 wt%, 8 wt%, 9 wt%, 10 wt%, 11 wt%, 12 wt%, 13 wt%, 14 wt%, 15 wt%, 20 wt%, 25 wt%, 30 wt%, 35 wt%, 40 wt%, 45 wt%, 50 wt%, 55 wt%, 60 wt%, 65 wt%, 70 wt%, 75 wt%, 80 wt%, 85 wt%, 90 wt%, 91 wt%, 92 wt%, 93 wt%, 94 wt%, 95 wt%, 96 wt%, 97 wt%, 98 wt%, 99 wt%, or any ranges therebetween) of the cathode material. In some embodiments, the electron-conducting additive is 5-85 wt% of the cathode material.

In some embodiments, the cathode material is present as a slurry. In some embodiments, the slurry comprises a solid content of 40-80% 40 wt%, 45 wt%, 50 wt%, 55 wt%, 60 wt%, 65 wt%, 70 wt%, 75 wt%, 80 wt%, or any ranges therebetween).
In some embodiments, the cathode material is dried (e.g., solvent evaporated out of a slurry). In some embodiments, the cathode material is dried under increased heat (e.g., above room temperature (e.g., 40°C, 50°C, 60°C, 70°C, 80°C, 90°C, 100°C, 110°C, 120°C, 130°C, 140°C, 150°C), reduced pressure (e.g., below atmospheric pressure, under vacuum), etc.

In some embodiments, provided herein are cathodes comprising a cathode material described herein. In some embodiments, a cathode further comprises a foil substrate. In some embodiments, the foil substrate is an aluminum foil substrate. In some embodiments, a slurry comprising the cathode material is coated onto the foil substrate and dried.

In some embodiments, provided herein are batteries comprising a cathode described herein.

In some embodiments, a battery further comprises an anode. In some embodiments, an anode comprises: (a) a graphite or other carbon-based active material; (b) a binder material; (c) an electron-conducting additive; and (e) a copper or nickel foil substrate. In some embodiments, an anode further comprises a solvent. In some embodiments, the binder material, electron-conducting additive, and/or solvent of the anode are selected from the binder materials, electron-conducting additives, and/or solvents described herein for use in cathodes. In some embodiments, the anode comprises a lithium active material rather than a graphite or other carbon-based active material. In some embodiments, the graphite or other carbon-based active material of the anode is lithiated.

In some embodiments, a battery further comprises a separator. In some embodiments, the separator comprises polypropylene (PP), polyethylene (PE), or a combination of layers thereof.

In some embodiments, a battery further comprises an electrolyte material. In some embodiments, the electrolyte material comprises NiCd, NiMH, Li-ion, Li-ion polymer, lead acid, and/or alkaline. In some embodiments, the electrolyte material comprises Lithium ions. In some embodiments, the electrolyte material comprises non-coordinating anion salts such as lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF₆), lithium hexafluoroarsenate monohydrate (LiAsF₆), lithium perchlorate (LiClO₄), lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF₄), and/or lithium triflate (LiCF₃SO₃). In some embodiments, the electrolyte material further comprises a mixture of organic carbonates. In some embodiments, the mixture of organic carbonates comprises ethylene carbonate and/or diethyl carbonate.

In some embodiments, a battery described herein is rechargeable.

In some embodiments, provided herein are methods of storing energy within a battery described herein.
In some embodiments, provided herein are methods of preparing a cathode material comprising a rigid, macrocyclic, nanoporous, electronically-coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active compound described herein; methods of preparing a cathode comprising said cathode material; methods of preparing a battery comprising said cathode; and methods of preparing a device comprising said battery.

In some embodiments, provided herein are systems, compositions, and devices comprising organic capacitors, super capacitors, organic dopants, redox-active charge carriers, photovoltaics, solar cells, organic thin-film semiconductors, etc. comprising the rigid, macrocyclic, nanoporous, electronically-coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active compound described herein.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING**

Figure 1: Chemical structures of (-)-NDI-A (left) and (+)-NDI-A (right).

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the battery structure.

Figure 3: Charge/discharge properties of a battery assembled with (-)-NDI-A electrode (50% of (-)-NDI-A, 40% of carbon black, and 10% of PVDF) at a current density of 0.0155 mA h g⁻¹ (0.1 C).

Figure 4: Charge/discharge properties of a battery assembled with (-)-NDI-A electrode (50% of (-)-NDI-A, 40% of carbon black, and 10% of PVDF) at various current rates.

Figures 5A and 5B: Structural formulas and redox processes for (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref. A) Redox reactions between (-)-NDI-A, ((-)NDI-A)3→3Li⁺ and ((-)NDI-A)6-•6Li⁺. B) Redox reactions between NDI-Ref, (NDI-Ref)1-*Li⁺ and (NDI-Ref)2-•2Li⁺. Each NDI unit is capable of undergoing two reversible one-electron redox processes.

Molecular triangles composed of three NDI units undergo two reversible three-electron redox processes, amounting to a total of six electrons per molecule, whereas NDI-Ref only takes on two electrons.

Figures 6A-D: Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) and charge/discharge properties of the (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref batteries. CVs recorded at 0.1 and 1 mV s⁻¹ scan rates for A) the (-)-NDI-A battery and B) the NDI-Ref battery. Charge/discharge curves at different current rates for C) the (-)-NDI-A battery and D) the NDI-Ref battery.

Figures 7A and 7B: Discharge capacities and power densities for the (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref batteries at increasing rates. A) Discharge capacities of the (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref
batteries at different current rates. The experimental discharge times for the (-)-NDI-A battery at rates of 65 C and 100 C are 30 and 11 s, respectively. B) Average discharge voltages and power densities of the (-)-NDI-A battery at different current rates illustrate its high 'capacitor-like' power density, which reach 51.9 kW kg⁻¹ at 185 C. The inset shows the average discharge voltages and power densities for the NDI-Ref battery.

Figures 8A and 8B: Cycling performance of the (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref batteries. A) Short-term cycling performance of the (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref batteries at different current rates. B) Long-term cycling performance of the (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref batteries at either a current rate of 1 C or 10 C, showing the good rechargeability of the (-)-NDI-A battery over 300 cycles compared with that of the NDI-Ref battery.

Figure 9: Thermogravimetric analysis curves of (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref.

Figure 10: Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images. By SEM, organic electrodes composed of 10 wt% PVDF binder and 50 wt% (-)-NDI-A (top) or NDI-Ref (middle) as the active materials appear identical to a control electrode (bottom) containing only 10 wt% of PVDF and 90 wt% of carbon black.

Figures 11A and 11B: Cell performance of (-)-NDI-A batteries composed of 50 and 70 wt% active material. A) Electrochemical impedance spectra of the (-)-NDI-A batteries containing 50 and 70 wt% of active material. B) Charge/discharge curves of the (-)-NDI-A batteries containing 50 and 70 wt% of active material at a conventional current rate of 0.1 C.

Figure 12: Normalized discharge capacities of the (-)-NDI-A and (+)-NDI-A batteries at different current rates. The discharge capacity at 1 C is used for normalization. 1.2 M LiPF6 in a mixed solvent system (7:3 v/v) of ethyl methyl carbonate and ethylene carbonate was used as the electrolyte in this investigation.

Figure 13: Plot of real resistance (Z’) of the (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref batteries as a function of the inverse square root of angular frequency (ω). The slopes (σ) of the fitted lines represent the Warburg factor.

Figures 14A-D: Charge/discharge curves of the first 10 cycles of the NDI-Ref battery at 1 C (A), (-)-NDI-A battery at 1 C (B), and (-)-NDI-A battery at 10 C (C), and the Coulombic efficiencies of the batteries during cycling (D).

Figure 15: UV-Vis Spectra of the pristine, discharged, and recharged NDI-Ref (left) and (-)-NDI-A (right).

Figure 16: Discharge capacities of the NDI-Ref and (-)-NDI-A batteries cycling at room temperature at a rate of 0.1 C.
Figure 17: Discharge capacities of the NDI-Ref and (-)-NDI-A batteries cycling at 55 °C at a rate of 1 C.

DEFINITIONS
5 As used herein, the term "battery" refers to a device or system, as least comprising an anode, a cathode, and an ion-conducting electrolyte interposed therebetween.

As used herein, an "anode" is an electrode through which (positive) electric current flows into a polarized electrical device. In a battery, the anode is the negative electrode from which electrons flow during the discharging phase in the battery. The anode is also the electrode that undergoes chemical oxidation during the discharging phase. However, in secondary, or rechargeable, cells, the anode is the electrode that undergoes chemical reduction during the cell’s charging phase.

As used herein, a "cathode" is an electrode from which (positive) electric current flows out of a polarized electrical device. In a battery, the cathode is the positive electrode into which electrons flow during the discharging phase in the battery. The cathode is also the electrode that undergoes chemical reduction during the discharging phase. However, in secondary or rechargeable cells, the cathode is the electrode that undergoes chemical oxidation during the cell’s charging phase.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
20 Provided herein are systems and devices comprising rigid macrocyclic and nanoporous compositions of electronically coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active units and methods of preparation and use thereof, for example, in the field of energy generation and storage.

Organic electrodes were employed containing nanoporous redox-active molecules, namely (-)-NDI-A and (+)-NDI-A, which were composed of three naphthalenediimide functionalities surrounding a rigid triangular cavity. More than half of their theoretical capacity was accessed at a current rate of 60 C (9.3 A•g⁻¹), remarkably higher than all the other naphthalenediimide derivatives and most of the organic species reported to date. In addition, a capacity of 71.1 mAh g⁻¹ was maintained after 300 cycles at 10 C. These organic electrodes are usable in many battery systems such as lithium batteries, sodium batteries and whole organic batteries.

Batteries, one of the most efficient and convenient energy storage technologies, have powered a revolution in daily lives for over a century. The exploration of new battery
chemistries and the optimization of existing ones—to improve properties in terms of energy and power densities, lifetime, safety, and cost—have been of long-standing interest and an ongoing pursuit for researchers worldwide in order to satisfy the accelerating technological growth and global demand for lighter, faster and more sophisticated electronic devices (refs. 1-8; incorporated by reference in their entireties). Lithium-ion batteries represent one of the most successful examples in the historic search for high energy and power density batteries, and have dominated the mobile electronic device market ever since they were invented (refs. 9-12; incorporated by reference in their entireties). Many believe, however, that traditional lithium-ion batteries based on transition metal oxide cathodes and graphite anodes are approaching their performance limits (ref. 13; incorporated by reference in its entirety). In order to sustain the development of contemporary technologies and their associated economies, new breakthroughs in the design and synthesis of next-generation battery materials with (i) high atom economy, (ii) tunable properties, and (iii) low environmental impact are essential (refs. 12,14; incorporated by reference in their entireties). Organic rechargeable lithium-ion batteries avoid the use of heavy metals by employing redox-active organic molecules to store and release charges on demand, holding the promise of renewable and sustainable development (refs. 15-18; incorporated by reference in their entireties). Both organic small molecules and polymers with various redox characteristics have been investigated in electrodes during the past two decades, attesting to their conceptual validity as active materials for lithium-ion batteries (refs. 19-21; incorporated by reference in their entireties). Despite the ease of their synthesis and the ability to tune their electronic properties, the neutral states of organic small molecules are often quite soluble in common battery electrolyte solvents, such as carbonates and ethers, resulting in fast capacity decay during cycling tests (refs. 22-28; incorporated by reference in their entireties).

Polymerization of redox-active units minimizes their solubility, but usually requires the use of large amounts of electron-conducting additive (e.g., carbon black, graphene, or carbon nanotubes) to provide a continuous electronic pathway between the redox-active sites and the electrodes (refs. 29-31; incorporated by reference in their entireties). Most importantly, the measured rate capabilities of organic electrodes tend to be much lower than those of traditional inorganic ones, perhaps because they lack a rigid three-dimensional nanoporous framework—a feature inherent to crystalline inorganic materials—to aid and abet the efficient diffusion of Li+ ions throughout the active layer to sustain the effectiveness of electrochemical reactions in the battery (refs. 32-34; incorporated by reference in their entireties).
Embodiments described herein have numerous advantages over existing technologies, including:

- The triangular arrangement of redox active NDI units represents a unique geometrical feature not available with other geometries, which favors electron sharing while at the same time providing a rigid, shape-persistent framework to enable potentially fast and efficient charge diffusion pathways in an electrochemical device;
- Increased rate capability of organic electrodes;
- Lowered solubility of redox-active units in non-aqueous electrolytes;
- Inexpensive and green route to produce high performance organic electrodes;
- Enhanced stability of redox intermediates for reversible reactions; and
- Capability of coupling with any other electrodes (e.g., in batteries).

The following is a description of the synthesis of exemplary rigid naphthalenediimide triangular compounds, production of exemplary organic rechargeable lithium-ion batteries comprising such compounds, and the results of experiments testing the aforementioned exemplary compounds and batteries. Greater detail is provided in the Experimental section further below.

Naphthalenediimide triangular compounds (-)-NDI-A and (+)-NDI-A (Figure 1) were synthesized and scaled using the protocol outlined in Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2013, 52, 13100-13104.; herein incorporated by reference in its entirety.

(-)-NDI-A: A warm solution of (RR)-trans-1,2-cyclohexanediamine (1.71 g, 15.0 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (10 ml) was added quickly to a solution of naphthalenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (3.98 g, 14.8 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (200 ml) with vigorous stirring at 150 °C. The resulting dark red reaction mixture was stirred at 150 °C for 5 h and the DMF was evaporated under reduced pressure at 75 °C. The residue was purified by flash column chromatography over silica gel (CH₂Cl₂/Me₂CO, 0-10% Me₂CO), followed by precipitation of the product with MeOH to afford pure (-)-NDI-A product.

(+)-NDI-A: A warm solution of (SS)-trans-1,2-cyclohexanediamine (1.71 g, 15.0 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (10 ml) was added quickly to a solution of naphthalenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (3.98 g, 14.8 mmol) in anhydrous DMF (200 ml) with vigorous stirring at 150 °C. The resulting dark red reaction mixture was stirred at 150 °C for 5 h and the DMF was evaporated under reduced pressure at 75 °C. The residue was
purified by flash column chromatography over silica gel (CH$_2$Cl$_2$/Me$_2$CO, 0-10% Me$_2$CO), followed by precipitation of the product with MeOH to afford pure (+)-NDI-A product.

Active material (either (-)-NDI-A or (+)-NDI-A), carbon black, and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder were mixed in hot N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) to form a well-dispersed slurry, which was subjected to ultrasonication for 1 h and then coated onto an aluminum foil substrate. Coatings were dried immediately in a blast oven at 80 °C for 1 h, followed by complete drying in a vacuum oven at 120 °C for 24 h to produce electrodes that were cut into desired shapes. The weight ratio of PVDF in the electrode is between 5-15%. The weight ratio of active material in the electrode is between 10-80%. The rest component in the electrode is carbon black.

Electrodes were transferred into a glove box (water content: 0.35 ppm; oxygen content: 5 ppm) and assembled under an Ar atmosphere into lithium batteries using CR2025 coin cell hardware, with a lithium foil counter electrode and a Celgard® 2400 separator that was treated on each side with an electrolyte solution containing 1 M lithium bis(trifluoromethane-sulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) and 0.2 M lithium nitrate in a mixed solvent system (1:1 v/v) of 1,3-dioxolane and 1,2-dimethoxyethane. The battery structure is depicted in Figure 2.

The batteries are subjected to galvanostatic charging/discharging. At a current density of 0.0155 mAh g$^{-1}$ (0.1 C), a charge capacity of 151.3 mAh g$^{-1}$ and a discharge capacity of 146.4 mAh g$^{-1}$ are achieved (Figure 3), approaching the theoretical capacity of (-)-NDI-A (154.8 mAh g$^{-1}$). Two charge plateaus (around +2.35 and +2.62 V) and two discharge plateaus (around +2.32 and +2.59 V) are found.

Increasing the charge/discharge current rate results in slow decrease of discharge capacity. The battery is operated at exceptionally high current rates of up to 185 C while still maintaining a capacity of about 10 mAh g$^{-1}$. The battery's discharge capacity at current rates of 65 C and 100 C are 86 and 58 mAh g$^{-1}$, respectively. The experimental charge/discharge time at these two current rates are 30 and 111 s, respectively. Such fast charge/discharge rate is important for next-generation batteries, not only for electric vehicles but also for mobile devices and other applications where fast charge/discharge speed is highly desirable (See Figure 4).

Experiments conducted during development of embodiments of the present invention have demonstrated ultrahigh rate capability for the nanoporous molecular triangles (-)-NDI-Δ and (+)-NDI-A in organic rechargeable lithium-ion batteries, which possess an ideal
balance of electronic and molecular structural properties in the solid-state for supporting electrode reactions in an efficient manner. A capacity of 146.4 mAh g⁻¹ at a low current rate of 0.1 C and a capacity of 58.1 mAh g⁻¹ at an ultrahigh rate of 100 C were achieved. Furthermore, the battery is rechargeable, maintaining a capacity of 71.1 mAh g⁻¹ after cycling at 10 C for 300 cycles. The ultrahigh rate performance displayed by the (-)-NDI-A and (+)-NDI-A batteries are a fundamental development of a strategy involving small-molecules for improving the properties of organic active materials. This advance results from (i) organizing a number of electronically coupled redox-active units in a rigid, shape-persistent manner to stabilize electrochemical reactions, while at the same time (ii) introducing an intrinsic nanoporosity that may allow for effective Li⁺ ion diffusion and (iii) imparting a limited solubility of the active material to maintain overall electrode stability; although the present invention is not limited to any particular mechanism of action and an understanding of the mechanism of action is not necessary to practice the present invention.

EXPERIMENTAL

Example 1

Materials and methods

Starting materials were purchased from commercial sources and used as received to synthesize the active materials, namely (-)/(+) NDI-Δ and NDI-Ref. The molecular triangles were obtained from a single-step condensation of the appropriate dianhydride with either (RR)- or (SS)-trans-1,2-dianinocyclohexane, followed by column chromatography (Si0₂:2% Me₂CO in CH₂Cl₂) and recrystallization (MeOH/CH₂Cl₂). The control compound (NDI-Ref) was prepared in a similar manner from naphthalene dianhydride and cyclohexylamine. BET surface area of the active materials was measured by nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms in the range 0.01-0.98 P/P₀ using a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 volumetric adsorption analyser.

Organic electrodes were fabricated using the following procedure. The active material, carbon black (Timcal Super P®), and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder (300 mg in total) were mixed in a ratio of 5:4:1 (50 wt% active material) or 7:2:1 (70 wt% active material) by weight in 4 mL of hot N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) to form a well-dispersed slurry, which was subjected to ultrasonication for 1 h and then coated onto an aluminum foil substrate. Coatings were dried immediately in a blast oven at 80 °C for 1 h, followed by activation in a vacuum oven at 120 °C for 24 h to produce membranes that were cut into circular electrode discs with a diameter of 14 mm. After weighing the electrode discs (active
material loading: ca. 2 mg cm\(^{-2}\)), they were transferred into a glove box (H\(_2\)O content: 0.35 ppm; O\(_2\) content: 5 ppm) and assembled under an Ar atmosphere into half lithium-ion batteries using CR2025 coin cell hardware, with lithium foil as the counter electrode and a Celgard\textsuperscript{\textregistered} 2400 separator that was treated on each side with an electrolyte solution (50 \(\mu\)L times two) containing 1 M lithium bis(trifluoromethane-sulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) and 0.2 M lithium nitrate in a mixed solvent system (1:1 v/v) of 1,3-dioxolane and 1,2-dimethoxyethane.

Galvanostatic charging/discharging of the batteries was monitored within a voltage window of 1.8-3.0 V (versus Li/Li\(^+\)) using (i) a Neware Battery Tester for applied currents lower than 10 mA, and (ii) a Solartron 1287 Electrochemical Interface for applied currents higher than 10 mA. Batteries were first activated by discharging, followed by cycling tests at the same rate. For high-rate testing, an activation current rate of 1 C was applied. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were recorded within the same voltage window on a Solartron 1287 Electrochemical Interface at scan rates of 0.1 and 1 mV's \(^{-1}\). Electrochemical impedance spectra were recorded on a Solartron 1255B frequency response analyser, coupled with a Solartron 1287 electrochemical interface. The frequency was scanned from 100 MHz to 0.1 Hz and the amplitude of the stimulus potential was set to 5 mV. The rate performances of the batteries were tested by charging/discharging the batteries at different increasing current rates, starting from 1 C. Electrochemical testing was conducted at either room temperature (-25 °C) or 55 °C in the case of the temperature-dependent investigations.

**Thermal Gravimetric Analysis**

Thermal stabilities were analyzed using a PerkinElmer Pyris Diamond TG/DTA analyzer. The temperature was increased from room temperature to 600 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C min\(^{-1}\) under N\(_2\) atmosphere. Both (-)-NDI -A and NDI-Ref exhibit (Figure 9) one-step decomposition profiles where (-)-NDI -A is thermally stable up to 400 °C, while NDI-Ref starts to decompose at 250 °C. The greater thermal stability of (-)-NDI -A is attributed to its higher molecular weight and more rigid structure compared to NDI-Ref.

**Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)**

SEM Images were taken using LEO Gemini 1525 FEG SEM with an accelerating voltage of 2 kV. The characteristic particle of carbon black appears (Figure 10) to be the only feature discernible in the SEMs of the organic electrodes, despite the fact that the PVDF binder and the (-)-NDI -A (top) or NDI-Ref (middle) active materials are present in 10 and 50
wt%, respectively. The SEM images of both electrodes appear identical to a membrane containing only 10 wt% PVDF binder (bottom). Consistent with previous reports, it is not possible to distinguish the low concentration of PVDF binder presumably because it coats carbon black and the active materials in a uniformly thin layer. Likewise, these observations imply that, despite their relatively high 50 wt% loading contents in the membrane, the active materials may have also formed a uniformly thin layer of indiscernible thickness, in addition to being adsorbed into the interstices of carbon black. Altogether, these images reveal satisfying and complete dispersion of the active materials within the organic electrode membrane.

5

Composition Optimization

Half lithium-ion batteries comprised of 50 and 70 wt% content loadings of (-)-NDI-A as the active material (10 wt% PVDF binder) were prepared and evaluated for cell performance at a conventional current rate of 0.1 C. At an active material loading of 70 wt%, the battery delivers (Figure 11) a moderate discharge capacity of 120.7 mAh g\(^{-1}\), while 146.4 mAh g\(^{-1}\) capacity is discharged with 50 wt% loading under the same conditions. The high impedance (Figure 11) of batteries containing 70 wt% active material corroborates the decrease in discharge capacity compared to that composed of 50 wt% active material. In other words, the (-)-NDI-A battery used at least 40 wt% loading of carbon black in order to achieve the best performance. This optimized loading content composition determined for the (-)-NDI-A battery—50 wt% active material, 10 wt% PVDF binder and 40 wt% carbon black—was applied subsequently during the fabrication of the batteries (i.e., the controls as well).

Composition Optimization

Independent Verification

Since battery performance usually varies from one laboratory to another, independent testing at Argonne National Laboratory was conducted to verify the reproducibility of the ultrahigh rate performance observed in our laboratory with the (-)-NDI-A battery. Batteries were also prepared using the same loading composition (50 wt%) of (+)-NDI-A and tested for comparison. Independent tests confirm that the (-)-NDI-A and (+)-NDI-A batteries exhibit, as expected for enantiomers, nearly identical rate performances (Figure 12). Significantly, the high rate performances of the (-)-NDI-A and (+)-NDI-A batteries are still maintained despite the use of a different electrolyte, i.e., 1.2 M LiPF\(_6\) in a 7:3 v/v mixed solvent system of ethyl
methyl carbonate and ethylene carbonate. Although the capacity values observed in the LiPF₆ system were slightly lower than for those obtained using LiTFSI as the electrolyte, these differences are acceptable.

5 **Li⁺ Diffusion Coefficient**

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has been employed to estimate and compare the Li⁺ ion diffusion coefficients \( D_{Li⁺} \) for batteries containing (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref active materials. The cells were cycled firstly between a voltage window of 1.8-3.0V using a current rate of 1 C for one cycle. Then, the cells were discharged to a -20% state-of-discharge and held for 30 min before the collection of impedance data. Impedance measurements were conducted between 100 KHz and 0.01 Hz in triplicate for each cell. Plotting (Figure 13) of real resistance \( (Z_r) \) as a function of the inverse square root of angular frequency \( (\omega) \) displays linear relationships, revealing a slope \( (\sigma) \) of 6.4 for the (-)-NDI-A battery and a slope of 13.3 for the NDI-Ref battery. From these values, we calculated \( D_{Li⁺} \) according to the following equation³:

\[
D_{Li⁺} = \frac{0.5 R^2 T^2}{F^4 A^2 C^2 \sigma^2}
\]

where \( R \) is the ideal gas constant, \( T \) is the absolute temperature, \( F \) is the Faraday constant, \( A \) is the surface area of the electrode, and \( C \) is the concentration of Li⁺ ions in the system. Based on this equation, it was found that the \( D_{Li⁺} \) for the (-)-NDI-A battery is ~4 times higher than that for the NDI-Ref battery.

**Room Temperature Cycling Performance**

The charge/discharge curves of the first 10 cycles of the NDI-Ref battery at 1 C (Figure 14A), (-)-NDI -A battery at 1 C (Figure 14B) and (-)-NDI -A battery at 10 C (Figure 14C) all show a constant capacity decay from cycle to cycle. The CEs (Figure 14D) for the NDI-Ref battery are generally lower than the CEs for the (-)-NDI -A battery. After examining the cycled batteries, the presence of some solubilized reduced species of the active materials was discovered in the electrolyte. This partial solubility of the active materials in the reduced state, especially under battery operation conditions, is most likely the reason for the moderate CEs of the batteries. The reduced form of (-)-NDI -A is still more resistant to solubilization than the reduced form of NDI-Ref.
UV-Vis Measurements

The reversibility of the redox reactions were validated by UV-Vis spectroscopy (Figure 15). Samples were prepared in a glove-box under the protection of Ar. Dimethyl sulfoxide was used as solvent to dissolve both the discharged and recharged forms of active materials for UV-vis measurements (SHIMADZU UV-3600). The discharged (reduced) form of the active materials all display new absorption peaks compared to the pristine active materials. After recharging spectra identical to those collected for the pristine active materials, were obtained, suggesting good reversibility of the electrochemical reactions.

Low Rate Cycling Performance at Room Temperature

A low current rate of 0.1 C was also used to cycle the batteries at room temperature (Figure 14a). In common with the cycling performance at 1 C, the discharge capacity of (-)-NDI-A decreases gradually from cycle to cycle. Overall, 15% and 73% of the discharge capacity is lost during the first 10 cycles for the (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref batteries, respectively.

High Temperature Cycling Performance at 1 C

Batteries were briefly cycled at 55 °C at 1 C. Interestingly, both the (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref batteries delivered higher capacities (Figure 17) at this temperature than their capacities obtained at room temperature at a same current rate. Although, the increased ion mobility and lowered activation energy of the electrochemical reactions at elevated temperatures may be the reasons for this better performance, further investigations need to be carried out in order to appreciate the influence of temperature on the cell performance.

Example 2

Results

The preparation of the molecular triangular prism (-)-NDI-A (Figure 5A) and its enantiomer (+)-NDI-A from a single-step condensation of commercially available naphthalene dianhydride with (RR)- and (SS)-trans-1,2-diaminocyclohexane, respectively, has been reported. (ref. 35; incorporated by reference in its entirety). These thermally stable compounds contain three redox-active naphthalenediimide (NDI) units in a rigid, cyclic constitution. Solution-state studies, together with DFT calculations, reveal through-space
electron derealization across the overlapping π-orbitals of the three NDI units as a consequence of their triangular constitution. As a result of this stable electronic coupling, a single molecule of (-)- or (+)-NDI-A stores and releases up to six electrons reversibly, yielding a theoretical capacity of 154.8 mAh g⁻¹. Furthermore, the (-)- and (+)-NDI-A molecular triangles are only sparingly soluble in non-aqueous electrolyte solvents, indicating that they are highly attractive as active materials for use in rechargeable lithium-ion batteries. In order to understand the structure-performance relationship of these triangles, a monomeric NDI derivative NDI-Ref (Figure 5B) was prepared as a control compound.

Experiments were conducted during development of embodiments of the present invention to evaluate the performance of (-)-NDI-A versus NDI-Ref as the active component within organic electrodes. Electrode slurries of each were prepared by mixing the desired active material with conductive carbon black and 10 wt% of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder in anhydrous N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP). From screening various organic electrode compositions, it was found that 50 wt% of (-)-NDI-A active material was the highest content loading achievable that still maximizes the experimental capacity under conventional battery operation conditions. Consequently, all batteries, including the controls, are composed of 50 wt% active material content (and 40 wt% carbon black). However, higher and lower active-content loads are within the scope herein. On account of the partial solubility of the active materials in NMP, no labor-intensive grinding was needed to disperse them completely with carbon black. The resulting slurries were subjected to ultrasonication for 1 h, followed by coating on an aluminum foil and drying under vacuum at 120 °C for 24 h. Good dispersion of active materials with carbon black was observed (Figure 10) in both electrodes by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Half lithium-ion batteries adopting a conventional CR2025 coin cell architecture were assembled subsequently using the (-)-NDI-A or NDI-Ref electrode as the cathode and lithium foil as the anode.

Solid-state cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of the (-)-NDI-A battery at scan rates of 0.1 and 1 mV·s⁻¹ reveal (Figure 6A) two sets of peaks, centered at +2.34 and +2.60 V, corresponding to the two three-electron redox steps (Figure5) for (-)-NDI-A. These assignments are in good agreement with the solution-state CV of (-)-NDI-A collected in CH2Cl2 (1 mM solution), in which two sets of peaks, each consisting of three one-electron redox steps, were observed.(ref. 35) At a scan rate of 1 mV·s⁻¹, voltage gaps of less than 200 mV separate the reduction and oxidation peaks associated with each three-electron set, indicating that the electrode reactions in the (-)-NDI-A battery use relatively low activation
energies. Furthermore, the areas of the oxidation and reduction peaks are nearly equal, affirming that the redox reactions are highly reversible. The good electrochemical stability and reversibility of the (-)-NDI-A battery is attributed to the electron sharing properties between the three NDI units arranged in the rigid triangular constitution of (-)-NDI-A. The permanent loop of electron-deficient π-orbitals in (-)-NDI-A stabilizes the charged reaction intermediates ((-)-NDI-A)(3 ••)→3Li+ and ((-)-NDI-A)(6→6Li ••), illustrated in Figure 5A. In contrast, CVs of the NDI-Ref battery at scan rates of 0.1 and 1 mV•s−1 do not exhibit (Figure 6B) mirrored redox curves or good reversibility. The reduction peaks associated with the formation (Figure 5B) of (NDI-Ref>••-Li+ and (NDI-Ref)2••-2Li+ are not well-resolved. At a scan rate of 1 mV•s−1, a voltage gap of 260 mV is observed between the one-electron oxidation of (NDI-Ref)••-Li+ and the one-electron reduction of NDI-Ref. This voltage gap, which is much higher than those for the redox reactions of (-)-NDI-A under the same conditions, implies that the permanent electronic communication between the NDI units of (-)-NDI-A, imposed by its unique rigid macrocyclic constitution, accounts for its enhanced solid-state electrochemical stability in organic electrodes.

Experiments were conducted during development of embodiments of the present invention to evaluate its charge/discharge properties at different current rates. Theoretically, a current rate of n C refers to achieving full charge or discharge of the battery in 1/n h. A level two-step charge/discharge profile (Figure 6C) is not only obtained at rates of 0.1 C and 1 C, but is also maintained up to 50 C, before evolving to a one-and-a-half-step profile at 100 C and finally a one-step profile at 150 C. The less resolved charge/discharge profiles observed at rates above 50 C are attributed to increases in electrochemical polarizations in the cell as the rate increases. The ability to charge/discharge at such high rates in a relatively stable manner, while still maintaining significant capacities is rarely observed in organic rechargeable lithium-ion batteries (refs. 36-38; incorporated by reference in their entireties). The two-step charge/discharge profile at low current rates is consistent with the two sets of redox peaks present in the CVs of the (-)-NDI-A battery. At a rate of 0.1 C, the charge plateaus for the (-)-NDI-A battery are +2.35 and +2.62 V—that is, similar to its discharge plateaus at +2.32 and +2.59 V. These minor deviations between the corresponding charge and discharge plateaus verify that the electrode reactions of (-)-NDI-A occur at low activation energies, in line with the CVs. The experimental charge and discharge capacities of the (-)-NDI-A battery at 0.1 C are 151.3 and 146.4 mAh g−1, corresponding to 98 and 95% of the theoretical capacity for (-)-NDI-A, respectively. When loaded with 70 wt.% of (-)-NDI-A in
the organic electrode, the battery still delivers a moderate capacity of 120.7 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at 0.1 C (Figure 11).

Unlike those for the (-)-NDI-\(A\) battery, the charge/discharge curves (Figure 6D) of the NDI-Ref battery, tested at different current rates, do not mirror each other, in line with its CVs. At a rate of 0.1 C, a two-step charge/discharge profile is observed for the NDI-Ref battery, which quickly evolves into a steep one-step profile upon increasing to a rate of 5 C. The experimental charge and discharge capacities of the NDI-Ref battery at 0.1 C are 93.4 and 80.9 mAh g\(^{-1}\) corresponding to 75 and 65% of the theoretical capacity (124.4 mAh g\(^{-1}\)) of NDI-Ref, respectively, and a low Coulombic efficiency of 87%. The energy efficiency for this charge/discharge process, resulting from the ratio of discharged electricity and charged electricity, is 79%—much lower than the 94% energy efficiency of the (-)-NDI-\(A\) battery at the same current rate. The low Coulombic and energy efficiencies of the NDI-Ref battery is attributed to the higher solubility (\(-0.1\) mg\(\cdot\)mL\(^{-1}\)) of NDI-Ref in the electrolyte solvents as well as to the high activation energies associated with its redox reactions. Taken as a whole, these data demonstrate that the (-)-NDI-\(A\) battery operates at much higher current rates with much higher efficiencies than the NDI-Ref battery.

The ultrahigh rate performance (i.e., above 50 C) of the (-)-NDI-\(A\) battery is illustrated (Figure 7A) by comparing the experimental discharge capacities at different current rates. Starting from 1 C, the discharge capacity of the (-)-NDI-\(A\) battery decreases only very gradually as the current rate is increased, and does not appear to bottom out even at an extremely high rate of 185 C. Notably, at a rate of 65 C, a capacity of 86.0 mAh g\(^{-1}\) (66% of the discharge capacity normalized to 1 C) is accessed within 30 seconds. At a rate of 100 C, a capacity of 58.1 mAh g\(^{-1}\) (45% of the discharge capacity normalized to 1 C) is still accessible—and is attainable in only 11 seconds. This display of ultrahigh rate performance stands in stark contrast to the poor rate performance of the NDI-Ref battery, whose discharge capacity at 5 C is limited to 38% of that at 1 C. The power densities (Figure 7B) of the (-)-NDI-\(A\) and NDI-Ref batteries, calculated as the products of the gravimetric current density and average discharge voltage, reveal that the NDI-Ref battery (inset) only achieves a power density of 1.3 kW kg\(^{-1}\)—a value that is representative and comparable with the performance of many organic lithium-ion batteries (refs. 39-42; incorporated by reference in their entitities). On the other hand, the (-)-NDI-\(A\) battery achieves an ultrahigh power density of up to 51.9 kW kg\(^{-1}\). This result was verified independently by third-party testing (Figure 12), which confirmed that the enantiomer (+)-NDI-\(A\) also exhibits, as expected, the same high-
rate performance as observed for (-)-NDI-A. This large enhancement in power density is approximately 40 times greater than what is commonly observed for organic active materials and raises the cell performance of the NDI-Δ batteries well into the regime of electrochemical capacitors. (refs. 43-45)

In the context of traditional inorganic lithium batteries (refs. 46-48; incorporated by reference in their entireties), reducing the particle size of the electrode materials or introducing porosity into the particles has been shown to shorten the diffusion length of Li+ ions, thus improving the efficiency of the electrochemical reactions and rate performance of the batteries. The shape-persistence of three-dimensional inorganic frameworks has also been proven (refs. 34,49,50; incorporated by reference in their entireties) to be important for the consistent and fast intercalation/de-intercalation of Li+ ions. In light of these widely accepted rationales for conventional inorganic systems, the (i) the intrinsic nanoporosity, (ii) structural integrity, and (iii) relatively high surface area of (-)-NDI-A and (+)-NDI-A are the root causes for their remarkable rate performance as organic active materials; although the embodiments herein are not limited to any particular mechanism of action and an understanding of the mechanism of action is not necessary to practice such embodiments. The fact that the three NDI units in both (+)- and (-)-NDI-A are held in a shape-persistent triangular geometry provides the compound with a BET surface area of 197 m2•g⁻¹, which is two orders of magnitude greater than that (7 m2•g⁻¹) of NDI-Ref. A rough estimation of the Li+ ion diffusion coefficient (DLi+) from electrochemical impedance spectra (Figure 13) reveal that DLi+ for the (-)-NDI-A battery is nearly four times greater than that calculated for batteries containing NDI-Ref. Furthermore, the triangular arrangement of the redox-active NDI units in NDI-Δ imparts a unique geometrical feature that favors electron sharing, yielding stable and highly reversible access to a large number of redox states, as evidenced by solution- and solid-state CV. (ref. 35)

The cycling performance (Figure 8) of the (-)-NDI-A and NDI-Ref batteries was assessed, drawing attention to the differences in their rechargeabilities at low and moderately high rates. A slight capacity decay was observed during the initial cycles (Figure 14) for all batteries, which is a consequence of the sparing solubility of the neutral, as well as the reduced, states of the active materials under battery operation conditions. After these initial 10 cycles, however, the (-)-NDI-A battery displays (Figure 8A) stable discharge between current rates of 0.3 C and 10C, while the NDI-Ref battery continues to display rapid decay, losing most of its capacity by the 10th cycle. The fact that NDI-Ref is considerably more...
soluble than (-)-NDI-A in the electrolyte solvents leads to such a drastic loss of active materials from the electrodes during the cycling process (refs. 17,28; incorporated by reference in their entireties). After cycling at a high rate of 10 C for 300 cycles, the (-)-NDI-Δ battery still maintains (Figure 8B) a capacity of 71.1 mAh g⁻¹. Such good rechargeability of the NDI-based molecular triangle, which is further demonstrated by the recovery of the UV-Vis spectrum identical to that of the pristine active materials upon discharging and recharging the batteries (Figure 15), renders it attractive for organic battery applications where long-term stability and high rate performance—i.e., high power density—are important and technologically desirable.
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CLAIMS

1. A cathode material comprising:
   (a) a rigid, macrocyclic, nanoporous, electronically-coupled naphthalenedimide redox-active compound;
   (b) a binder material;
   (c) an electron-conducting additive.

2. The cathode material of claim 1, wherein the rigid, macrocyclic, nanoporous, electronically-coupled naphthalenedimide redox-active compound comprises a compound of:

   (i) Formula (I):

   ![Diagram of Formula (I)]
3. The cathode material of claim 1 or 2, wherein the rigid, macrocyclic, nanoporous, electronically-coupled naphthalenediimide redox-active compound is 1-90 wt% of the cathode material.

4. The cathode material of claim 1, wherein the binder material comprises a polymer selected from the group consisting of: styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR); polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF); polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE); copolymer of tetrafluoroethylene, hexafluoropropylene, and vinylidene fluoride; copolymer of hexafluoropropylene and vinylidene fluoride; copolymer of tetrafluoroethylene and perfluorinated vinyl ether.

5. The cathode material of claim 4, wherein the binder material comprises PVDF.

6. The cathode material of one of claims 1, 4 and 5, wherein the binder material is 1-25 wt% of the cathode material.

7. The cathode material of claim 1, further comprising a solvent.

8. The cathode material of claim 7, wherein the solvent comprises NMP.
9. The cathode material of claim 1, wherein the electron-conducting additive is a carbon or graphitic material.

10. The cathode material of claim 9, wherein the carbon or graphitic material is selected from the list consisting of: a graphite, a carbon black, a graphene, and a carbon nanotube.

11. The cathode material of claim 10, wherein carbon or graphitic material is a graphite selected from the group consisting of: graphite worms, exfoliated graphite flakes, and expanded graphite.

12. The cathode material of claim 10, wherein carbon or graphitic material is chemically-etched or expanded soft carbon, chemically-etched or expanded hard carbon, or exfoliated activated carbon.

13. The cathode material of claim 10, wherein carbon or graphitic material is a carbon black selected from the group consisting of: acetylene black, channel black, furnace black, lamp black thermal black, chemically-etched or expanded carbon black, and combinations thereof.

14. The cathode material of claim 10, wherein carbon or graphitic material is a carbon nanotube selected from the group consisting of: chemically-etched multi-walled carbon nanotube, nitrogen-doped carbonnanotube, boron-doped carbon nanotube, chemically-doped carbonnanotube, ion-implanted carbon nanotube, and combinations thereof.

15. The cathode material of claim 10, wherein the electron-conducting additive comprises carbon black.

16. The cathode material of one of claims 1 and 9-15, wherein the electron-conducting additive is 1-99 wt% of the cathode material.

17. The cathode material of one or claims 1-16, wherein the cathode material is present as a slurry.
18. The cathode material of claim 17, wherein the slurry comprises a solid content of 40-80%.

19. The cathode material of one or claims 1-16, wherein the cathode material is dried.

20. A cathode comprising a cathode material of one of claims 1-16.

21. The cathode of claim 20, further comprising a foil substrate.

22. The cathode of claim 21, wherein the foil substrate is an aluminum foil substrate.

23. The cathode of one or claims 21-22, wherein a slurry comprising the cathode material is coated onto the foil substrate and dried.

24. A battery comprising a cathode of one or claims 20-23.

25. The battery of claim 24, further comprising an anode.

26. The battery of claim 25, wherein the anode comprises:
   (a) a graphite or other carbon-based active material;
   (b) a binder material;
   (c) an electron-conducting additive; and
   (d) a copper or nickel foil substrate.

27. The battery of claim 26, wherein the anode further comprises a solvent.

28. The battery of one of claims 24-27, further comprising a separator.

29. The battery of claim 28, wherein the separator comprises polypropylene (PP), polyethylene (PE), or a combination of layers thereof.

30. The battery of one of claims 24-29, further comprising an electrolyte material.
31. The battery of claim 30, wherein the electrolyte material comprises NiCd, NiMH, Li-ion, Li-ion polymer, lead acid, and/or alkaline.

32. The battery of claim 31, wherein the electrolyte material comprises Li-ions.

33. The battery of claim 32, wherein the electrolyte material comprises non-coordinating anion salts such as lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF₆), lithium hexafluoroarsenate monohydrate (LiAsF₆), lithium perchlorate (LIClO₄), lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF₄), and/or lithium triflate (LiCF₃SO₃).

34. The battery of claim 33, wherein the electrolyte material further comprises a mixture of organic carbonates.

35. The battery of claim 34, wherein the mixture of organic carbonates comprises ethylene carbonate and/or diethyl carbonate.

36. The battery of one of claims 24-35, wherein the battery is rechargeable.
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